
Stock No Picture Description Value

514

A 3-stone diamond ring. Pear shaped brilliant cut diamonds measuring approx 7mm x 

4.8mm x 3.2mm, 8mm x 5.5mm x 2.67mm, 7mm x 4.8mm x 3.5mm. Stated total 

diamond weight 2.32 metric carat, clarity/colour I2/G-H, I2/E-F, I2/H-I. White claw 

setting, plain polished white shank. Hallmarked 18ct whiote gold Birmingham  (EMF) 

Gross weight 4.73grms

£5,500.00

1792

A solitaire ring set with a brilliant cut diamond, measuring 7.03mm/7.09mm diameter 

x 4.23mm deep, in an 8 claw setting with 2 baguette cut diamonds set to each 

shoulder, measuring 3mm long and one 8 cut diamond, measuring 1.8mm diameter, in 

rub-over settings, plain polished shank. Marked plat, valued as platinum. Centre 

diamond calculated to weigh 1.3 metric carat, clarity I2 colour G/H. Shoulder 

diamonds estimated to weigh total 0.24 metric carat, clarity VS/SI, colour H. Gross 

item weight 5.12 grammes.

£5,500.00

806

An emerald & diamond 3 stone ring. Centrally set with an ocatago shaped emerald, 

measuring approx. 7.5mm x 7mm x 5.19mm. Calculated approx weight 2.00 metric 

carat (medium to pale green bright stone). Single emerald cut diamond set each side, 

measuring approx 4.5mm x 4.3mm x 2.53mm. Calculated total diamond weight approx 

0.80 metric carat, clarity assessed VVS/VS colour assessed I?J. Rub over settings, with 

pierced gallery design side settings, emerald in yellow, diamonds in white, plain 

polished yellow shank. Hallmarked 18ct gold. Birmingham 1918. (Shank made from 

original wedding band)

£5,500.00

1345

A single stone diamond set ring. Set with a round brilliant cut diamond measuring 

approx. 6mm x 6mm x 3.6mm, estimated weight 0.80 metric carat, colour & clarity 

assessed as F/G, SI1,SI2. Yellow rub-over setting to collet style mount, high set pointed 

& pierced shoulders with chenier supports. Yellow gold flat section shank, 4.5mm 

wide, bark effect pattern. Hallmarked 9ct gold London 1975. Gross item weight 2.81 

grammes.

£5,500.00

504

A Diamond & emerald ring.  Set with an octaganol step cut emerald, measuring 

7.31mm x 6.40mm x 5.67mm deep, with either side, a brilliant cut diamond, 

measuring approx 5mm diameter, in claw settings, plain polished shoulders & shank. 

Hallmarked 18ct Gold Birmingham (HM) Estimated total diamond weight 1.00 metric 

carat, clarity SI, colour N. Gross item weight 5.21 grammes.

£5,775.00

1618

A diamond set three stone ring consisiting of three rounds brilliant cut diamonds, 

measuring 5.2mm to 5.3mm diameter, claw set to white rex style settings, tapering 

chenier inserted yellow shoudlers, plain polished heavy 'D' shaped cross sections 

shank. Hallmarked 18ct gold Birmingham. Calculated total diamond weight 1.69 

metric carat, colour I/J, clarity VS2/SI1. 

£5,800.00

271

A single stone diamond ring. Old brilliant cut diamond measuring approx 6.62mm x 

3.98mm. Calculated total diamond weight 1.13 metric carat, clarity SI, colour K. White 

4-claw setting, plain polished yellow shank. Tested & valued as 18ct gold. Gross item 

weight 3.71gms 

£5,950.00



897

An emerald & diamond dress ring. Centrally set with one oval mixed cut green 

emerald, measuring 7.7mm x 5.6mm x 2.98mmdeep. Estimated emerald weight 

approx 0.72 metric carat. Rub over setting, with 2 old Euroean cut diamonds, 

measuring 5.4mm diameter x 3.5mm deep and 5.6mm diameter x 3.25mm deep, and 

28 old European cut diamonds, measuring 1.7mm to 2mm diameter, rub over mill 

grain settings, split chenier shoulders, polished shank. Testing as 18ct gold, and valued 

accordingly. Estimated total diamond weight 2.39 metric carat, approx colour H/I, 

approx. clarity SI-I2. Gross item weight 5.22grms

£5,950.00

(1) 3705

A diamond set single stone ring, consisting of a trilliant cut diamond measuring 

approx. 10.1mm x 9.2mm, depth 3.69mm, rub over set to rounded triangular white 

setting, plain polished shoulders, court shaped shank. Unhallmarked, testing as 18ct 

white gold and valued accordingly. Calculated diamond weight 2.02 metric carat, 

colour K/L clarity I2. Gross item weight 4.88 grammes. 

£6,000.00

510

A diamond & emerald ring.  Set with a pear shaped emerald, measuring 10mm x 

6.5mm x 5.02mm with either side a pear shaped diamond measuring approx 5mm x 

3.5mm in claw settings, plain polished shoulders & shank.Hallmarked 18ct gold 

Sheffield. Estimated total diamond weight 0.70 metric carat, clarity S1, colour F. Gross 

item weight 5.32grms 

£6,185.00

1161

A diamond ring centrally set with an emerald  cut diamond measuring 5.70mm  x 

4.54mm x 3.04mm. Stated weight 0.70 metric carat, stated clarity VS1, stated colour 

D. Laser inscribed to girdle with GIA diamond report number 15385793. White claw 

setting, plain polished white shank. Hallmarked platinum 950 Sheffield 2007 (EF) Gross 

item weight 4.00 grammes.

£6,225.00

499

A 3-stone diamond & emerald ring. Centrally set with an octaganol step cut emerald 

measuring 6.91mm x 6.1mm x 4.9mm deep, with either side a brilliant cut diamond 

measuring 4.6mm diameter in claw settings, chenier tube shoulders, plain polished 

shank. Hallmarked 18ct gold Birmingham (HM) Estimated total emerald weight 1.50 

metric carat. Estimated total diamond weight is 0.74 metric carat, clarity SI, colour 

K/L. Gross item weight is 4.72 grammes.

£6,275.00

38

A diamond set single stone ring. Consisting of a cushion shaped old European cut 

diamond measuring 7.1mm x 6.82mm, depth 4.99mm, 6-claw set to white rex style 

setting, tapering yellow shoulders & plain polished "D" shaped shank. Shank 

hallmarked 18ct gold Birmingham 1902, setting & shioulders tested as 18ct gold and 

valued accordingly. Calculated/stated diamond weight 1.80metric carat, colour 

medium tinted brown Clarity SI. Gross item weight 2.29gms.

£6,300.00

902

A diamond engagement & wedding ring set. Comprised of a single stone pear shaped 

brilliant cut diamond measuring approx. 8mm x 5.8mm x 3.46mm. Estimated weight 

1.00 metric carat,  clarity SI2, colour. White rub over setting, plain polished yellow 

shank. Hallmarked 18ct gold London 1995. A diamond set shaped wedding band, set 

with 9 brilliant cut diamonds measuring approx. 2mm diameter, estimated total 

diamond weight 0.27 metric carat, clarity VS, colour G. White grain setting with 

millegrain decoration border, plain polished yellow shank with curved head to 

accommodate engagement ring. Hallmarked 18ct gold London, Millenium hallmark 

(B&N) Price for set. Gross item weight 6.25gms

£6,500.00

886

An emerald & diamond ring. Set with an eme3rald cut emerald, measuring approx. 

7.8mm x 6.6mm, depth 5.65mm. Estimated/calculated emerald weight 2.28 metric 

carat. Set with 6 princess cut diamonds,  measuring between 2.6mm and 2.7mm 

square. Estimated tiotal diamond weight 0.54 metric carat, clarity approx VS, colour 

approx I/J/K. Rub over & invisible settings in whitge & yellow, tapering "D" shaped 

shank. Hallmarked 18ct yellow gold London 1985. Gross item weight 4.48grms

£6,750.00



1651

A diamond ring, centrally set with 1 brilliant cut diamond measuring approx 6.5mm x 

4.17mm (setting precludes accurate measurement of diameter). Calculated approx. 

weight 1.07 metric carat, clarity assessed I2, colour assessed F/G. 2 brilliant cut 

diamonds to each side, measuring 1.8mm diameter in claw (setting precludes accurate 

measurement) Estimated weight 0.10 metric carat, clarity assessed VS, colour 

assessed F/G. Yellow rub over settings, yellow band shank with hammered finish and 

twisted rope decoration. Stamped 18k, testing & valued as 18ct gold . Gross item 

weight 12.79 grammes.

£6,785.00

253

A half hoop ring. Centrally set with an old cushion cut diamond, measuring approx. 

6.7mm lond x 5.8mm wide,  depth 4.5mm,  either side two off round old cut diamonds, 

measuring approx 4.2mm to 4.3mm diameter,  interspersed with a total of 6 part rose 

cut keeper diamonds, 3 to either side of centre stone, measuring from approx. 1.2mm 

to 1.6mm diameter, white topped settings, pierced yellow scroll work gallery and 

shoulder panels. Stamped 18ct, plain polished shank,  testing & valued as approx. 18ct 

gold. Estimated centre diamond weight approx. 1.22 metric carat, (NB: natural 

cleavage to two o'clock position, crown facets, valued as perfect) assessed clarity SI, 

colour tinted brown (M to Q) estimated total remaining round diamond weight approx 

0.70 metric carat, assessed clarity VS/SI, assessed colour H/I. Gross item weight 

5.10gms.

£6,800.00

855

Set with 16 diamonds, 2 brilliant cut, measuring 4.6mm diameter. 2 triangular cut 

measuring 3.5mm long, 4 baguette cut measuring approx 3.5mm long & 8 marquise 

cut measuring 4.7-5.3mm long in claw & channel settings, plain polished shank. 

Marked as 18ct gold.  Estimated total diamond weight 2.1ct , clarity VVS-S1  colour G1. 

Gross item weight 5.06gm

£6,850.00

893
Pair of 18ct white & yellow gold earrings with post & clip fittings. Each earring pave 

set with 104 round brilliant cut diamonds. Total estimated weight for both 2ct. Each 

earring measures 25 x 15mm at widest point & weighs 7.3gm

£6,850.00

892

A styalised mermaid Kutchinsky brooch circa 1950. Maximum length measuring 

62.4mm. Mermaid is holding a brown enamelled shell. Green enamelled tail with 

engraved decoration. Tests as 18ct gold, valued accordingly.  Signed “Kutchinsky” with 

original box. Gross item weight 28.56 grammes.

£6,895.00

1306

A sapphire & diamond 3 stone white gold ring. Rounded oval mixed cut blue sapphire 

measuring approx. 8.9mm x 8.2mm x 5.4m, weighing 3.83 metic carat estimated, 

colour slightly violetish bright mid blue. Shoulders set with 2 baguette cut diamonds 

measuring approx. 4.5mm x 2.2mm x 1.6mm average each, weighing total of 0.32 

metric carat estimated, assessed colour D/E, assessed clarity SI2. White 4 claw setting 

integral to pierced oval amount, rub over & settings to pierced shoulders, stepped 

down & tapering to broad 'D' profile white gold shank measuring 2mm wide. 

Hallmarked 18ct gold Sheffield (EMF) modern. Gross item weight 4.67 grammes.

£7,000.00

1263

A single stone pendant set with a round brilliant cut diamond, measuring approx 

6.81mm x 6.77mm, depth 3.96mm. Calculated diamond weight 1.15 metric carat, 

assessed clarity I1, assessed colour F/G.Claw setting in white split shackle. Pendant 

unmarked testing as 18ct white gold. Pendant suspended from a white snake link 

chain, measuring approx. 453mm in length fitted with a trigger clasp. Marked 750, 

tests as 18ct white gold. Gross item weight 4.52 grammes.

£7,100.00



502

A diamond half hoop ring. Set with 5 brilliant cut diamonds, measuring 4.98mm to 

5.70mm in claw settings, knife edge shoulders, plain polished shank. Hallmarked 18ct 

gold Birmingham. Estimated total diamond weight 3.00 metric carat, clarity I1, colour 

L-N. Gross item weight 5.02gms

£7,200.00

1785

A diamond line necklet of 83 brilliant cut diamonds measuring 2.2mm diameter in 

bezel settings with box style snap and figure of 8 safety catch. 18ct gold. Estimated 

total diamond weight 3.3 metric carat, clarity VS, colour G. Gross item weight 30.85 

grammes.

£7,250.00

501

A diamond & emerald ring, set with an octagonal step cut emerald, measuring 8.4mm 

x 7.7mm x 5.0mm deep, with a brilliant cut diamond either side, each measuring 

approx. 4.7mm diameter, in claw settings, plain polished shoulders & shank. 

Hallmarked 18ct gold Birmingham (HM). Estimated total diamond weight 0.80 metric 

carat, clarity SI, colour K, NRV Gross item weight 5.74 grammes.

£7,425.00


